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Foreword 

This paper presents an analytical method of comparing alternative 

systems for lifting water from tertiary delivery canals to fanners' 

fields. The method is then illustrated using data sets from two 

different sources. Then cost functions are tested for sensitivity by 

altering the magnitude of selected variables such as fuel prices and 

length-of-day the systems operate. 

Policy and decision makers are invited to use the analytical 

method by placing their own values on variables. Appendix C contains 

a blank input fonn which can be used for processing alternative data. 

The computer program is available at the EWUP offices in Cairo. 
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A PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING THE 

COST OF LIFTING WATER FOR IRRIGATION IN EGYPT 

by 

Hassan Wahby, Gene Quenemoen and Mohamed Helal!l 

The purpose of this report is to (1) present a procedure for 

computing water lifting costs for Egyptian farms and (2) identify 

the most important factors which determine these costs. 

These factors may be classified as economic, technical and 

governmental policy. Economic factors reflect the dynamic world 

economic situation and are expressed in terms of international prices 

for such things as energy, machines and food. Technical factors 

reflect the state of the arts and innovations regarding machines, 

energy sources, pumps and methods of production. Policy factors 

refer to such things as government pricing of energy, policies regarding 

scheduling water among farmers, rotation turns, crop production 

quotas, and taxes on imported water lifting equipment. Since all 

these factors tend to change through time and through deliberate 

action of government it is more important to understand the components 

of water lifting costs than the absolute values shown in this or any 

other study. 

This report is intended to assist government decision makers 

evaluate water lifting alternatives. As capital becomes available for 

implementing new agricultural and irrigation schemes it is important 

to use it wisely in order to realize the maximum benefit for the Egyptian 

people. Proposals should be evaluated according to their potential rate 

of return and how well they fit the values and cultural patterns of 

Egyptian people. 

BACKGROUND 

As a general rule irrigation distribution systems in Egypt are 

designed to deliver water 50 to 60 centimeters below the surface level 

of fields. Farmers lift the water from the delivery canals. There 

are exceptions. Some farmers are able to take water from delivery 

!lor. Hassan Wahby is Director of the Egypt Water Use and Management 
Project. Dr. Gene Quenemoen is Agricultural Economist and Mr. 
Mohamed He1al is Research Engineer for the same organization, 
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canals and apply it directly to their fields by gravity. Some analysis 

conducted by the Ministry of Irrigation, show that "free 

flow irrigation has caused an extravagance in the use of irrigation 

water."!/ It is currently government policy to design all delivery 

systems such that farmers must lift the water onto their fields. 

At the same time there is interest in the government sector and 

among farmers in lifting water with machine driven pumps to replace 

human and animal power. 2/ Because of increasing costs of human labor 

and animal power, farmers feel economic pressure to consider alternative 

methods of lifting water to their fields. Some farmers are installing 

animal driven water wheels to replace human powered tambours while 

others are shifting to diesel and electric driven pumps. 

Human power is used to operate the shadouf (bucket and counter 

balance weight on a pole) and the tambour (archimedes screw). Only 

the tambour is currently important in Egypt's commercial agriculture. 

The shadouf, now virtually obsolete, is used only by gardeners and a 

few very small farmers. Neither of these systems will be considered 

further in this report. Although the use of tambours may continue for 

some years their cost is almost entirely a function of labor wages or 

value determined by the principle of opportunity costs. Only a few 

small farmers who assign very low opportunity cost to their own 

labor find it economically advantageous to use tambours. 

Animal power is used to operate various types of sakias (water 

wheels). In rare cases animals are used to power tambours and other 

miscellaneous types of pumps. The CO\v is the most important source of 

animal power for turning sakias but water buffalo, donkeys, and camels 

are also used. 

Electric and diesel motors are most frequently attached to various 

types of low pressure pumps. In the lower delta some large sakias are 

powered by stationery diesel motors and sometimes tractors, Also 

available is a small electric motor with a transfer reduction system to 

provide power for sakias. 

YThe Ministry of Irrigation, The Ministerts Office, "National Program 
in Irrigation and Drainage - General Policies," Cairo September 
1978, page 16. 

Yibi~, p. 1s 
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There have been several studies during the past five years to 

evaluate alternative water lifting systems for Egyptian farms. 

Various technical relationships and assumptions have been used regard

ing present and future energy costs, the value of labor, capacity of 

lifting devices, irrigation frequency, crop requirements and the number 

of hours per day that farmers can be expected to use any given irrigation 

system. This study offers a flexible analytical device that decision 

makers can use now and in the future as more and better data become 

available. Egyptian planners need such a model to help them make 

profitable decisions and conversely to help them avoid making commitments 

to long range capital investment projects which fail to maximize the 

benefits from scarce resources~ 

THEORETICAL CONDITIONS 

Each system of lifting water has a limited physical capacity 

to deliver irrigation water to a field. This limit depends on the lift 

head (vertical distance from the water source to the field distribution 

system), the capacity of the driver and pump system, the crop needs 

for water at the peak season of use and the maximum number of hours 

that farmers will operate the system on any given day, 

Each system is subject to annual fixed and variable costs. Total 

annual costs, fixed and variable, are used to compare alternative 

systems in this report. Once a decision is made to own any specified lift

ing system there are annual fixed costs such as taxes, interest on 

investment, and insurance which accrue each year whether the system is 

used or not. They are not related to the amount of use the system is 

given in a year. The total annual variable costs, on the other hand, are 

directly related to the amount of time the system is operated. For 

example each unit of output requires some fuel, oil, grease, repairs 

and wear-out depreciation.l/ Total annual costs may be expressed 

algebraically as in equation (1). 

l/Theoretically every machine has a finite life which is a function 
of the amount of use given the machine. In some situations 
machines may be expected to become obsolete before their wear
out life is reached. Then depreciation should be treated as a 
function of time and the depreciation for one year should be 
considered as annual fixed costs. However in systems such as 
water lifting characterized by slow rates of technological 
change, it is probably appropriate to consider depreciation to 
be a function only of use since technological obsolescence is unlikely. 
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TC = TFC + TVC 

where: TC is total annual cost, 

TFC is total annual fixed cost, 

TVC is total annual variable cost, 

(1) 

This report also uses the concepts of average annual unit fixed 

and variable costs for comparing alternative systems. They are referred 

to as "unit costsu in this report since they represent total costs 

divided by units of output or work done.. This is represented alge

braically in equation (2)~ 

TC x-= TFC + TVC 
X 

where: X is units of output or work done, 

r; is defined as unit total costs or UTC 1 

T~C is defined as unit fixed costs of UFC, 

TiC is defined as unit variable costs or UVC 1 

(2) 

The general relationship between unit fixed and variable costs are 

shown in Figure 1~ In this report units of work are measured in terms 

of output horsepower (HP) hours and also, in the Tables 2 through 7, in 

terms of number for feddans irrigated. Output HP hours is defined in 

equation 12 on page 13. From this equation we can deduce that one 

output horsepower hour measures the work required to lift 270 cubic 

meters of water for one irrigation, lifted one meter, then we know it 

requires one HP hour of work. With a known irrigation requirement, 

equation 12 allows easy substitution between "HP hours" and ~'numbers of 

feddans irrigated" as a measure of work .. 

Unit variable cost (UVC) may represent cost per HP hour and it is 

constant for each HP hour the water lifting system is used. Unit total 

cost (UTC) represents the unit variable cost per HP hour plus the unit 

fixed cost per HP hour. The unit fixed cost, for any given number of 

HP hours, is the vertical distance between the lines UVC and UTC in 

Figure 1.. Since the unit fixed cost per HP hour declines as the number 

of HP hours increased it can be observed in Figure 1 that the unit total 
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Figure I. Hypothetical Relationship Between Unit Fixed, Variable 
and Total Costs. 

cost per HP hour also declines. From this we can conclude there is no 

single unit total cost that can be assigned to any water lifting system 

without specifying the amount of annual use for which the system is 

to be employed. 

AN ANALYTICAL MODEL 

An analytical model for computing water lifting cost functions 

h b d 1 d . . 1 . 1 . l/ as een eve ope to ass1st 1n eva uat1ng a ternat1ve systems.-

Twenty-three variables have been identified and integrated into the 

model. Each variable is subject to change through time as a result 

of economic, technical or political considerations. 

Each variable, included in the DATA INPUT FORM - WATER LIFTING 

COSTS, shown on page 6, is discussed below. It is especially 

!/This model is an adaptation of previous EWUP work reported in 
McConnen, R. J., Mohamed Helal, Ahmed Bayoumi, Gamal Ayad, James 
Loftis, and M. E. Quenemoen, "Calculation of Machinery Costs 
for Egyptian Conditions," Staff Paper #8, Egypt Water Use and 
Management Project, Cairo, December 1979. 
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DATA INPUT FORM - WATER LIFT"ING COSTS 

Data prepared by ----------------------------- Date ----------------------

Tape Track File 

(*) 

Name of machine ....................................... (19) 1. 

Make .................................................. (19) 2. 

Model ................................................. ( 9) 3. 

Size . ....... . ................................. ........ ( 9) 4. 

Power source (DIES. ELEC. ANUf.) .......................... 5. 

Date (day, month, year) DDMHYY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ( 12) 6. 

Present replacement price in Egypt, LE ............... (12) 1. 
Wearout life, hours ................................... (12) 2. 
Expected average repair cost, LE/hour ................ (12) 3. 
Fuel consumption, liters/hour ......................... (12) 4. 
Fuel cost, LE/liter .................................. (12) 5. 
Oil cost, LE/100 hours ............................... (12) 6. 
Grease cost, LE/100 hours ............................ (12) 7. 
Electric energy required, kilowatt hours y ........... (12) 8. 
Electricity cost, LE/kilowatt hour ................... (12) 9. 
Salvage value at end of wearout life, LE .. . .......... (12) 10. 
Taxes, license, permits, rent, etc., LE/year ......... (12) 11. 
Interest rate, percent ................................ (12) 12. 
Operator or labor cost, LE/hour ...................... (12) 13. 
Discharge of pump, cubic meters/hour .................. (12) 14. 
Animal energy cost, LE/hour .......................... (12) 15. 
Overall efficiency, decimal from .01 to 1.0 ........... (12) 16. 
Engine efficiency, decimal from .01 to 1.0 ............ (12) 17. 
Static head, meters 3/ . .............................. (12) 18. 
Dynamic head, meters 

-y 
.............................. (12) 19. 

Water duty per year, cubic meters/feddan ............. (12) 20. 
Maximum time system will run per day, hours .......... (12) 21. 
Minimum irrigation interval, days .................... (12) 22. 
Maximum water required per irrigation, cu. meters/fed. (12) 23. 

t-laximum characters allowed . 
Kilo1.,ratt hours = Discharge in m

3 
/hr x Dynamic head in m. 

362 x Overall Efficiency x Engine Efficiency 
Static head is defined as the distance between the water level in the delivery 
canal or pump station well and the water level required in field distribution 
ditch. 

Dynamic head i·s defined as the difference between the water level in the 
delivery canal or pump station well at the point of suction and the discharge 
point of the pl!mp plus losses. 
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important for policy makers to understand these variables since they 

are not simply "facts." Considerable latitude exists for assigning 

values to some of these variables depending on what assumptions one 

makes and what national policies one wishes to advocate. Consequently 

policy makers should be involved in determining the values assigned 

to each variable. 

Users of the model may make adaptations to other specifications 

which they consider important. For example the model does not 

explicitly consider field irrigation efficiency and design of field 

ditches. It might be argued that larger flow rates, possible with 

electric and diesel pumps, result in higher field irrigation efficiency 

and require less land for field ditches and bunds, This could be 

accounted for by adjusting water application variables, items 20 and 23 

below, and also making a rental charge in item 11 for land devoted 

to ditches and bunds. 

Components o£ the Model 

1. Present replacement cost in Egypt. This is a relatively 

sensitive variable, especially if high interest rates are used. The 

"cost" of a water lifting system depends on equipment quality, customs 

taxes, government subsidies and related infrastructure. In the case 

of an electric powered system should the initial cost include 

transformers and transmission lines! Such questions should be 

considered before assigning capital costs to the analytical model. 

2, Wearout life is difficult to determine but not highly 

sensitive in the total analysis, It is related to maintenance or 

repair costs and initial quality of the equipment used in the system. 

3, Expected average repair cost, Reasonable estimates of repair 

costs should be used. Records of existing systems provide the best 

basis for making this estimate, Training programs for machine operators 

can help to minimize maintenance and repair costs. 

4. Fuel consumption is specified by the manufacturer of internal 

combustion engines, Records from engine users are helpful in determining 

fuel consumption under field conditions. 

5. Fuel cost is often affected by government subsidies. For 

example diesel fuel presently costs Egyptian farmers L,E, 0,03 per 
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liter while the international price for diesel fuel is at least L.E. 0.14 

per liter.!! Policy makers may wish to use projected future energy 

prices in evaluating alternative systems, 

6. Oil cost varies for different types of internal combusion 

engines. Follow manufacturer•s recommendations. Use of adequate, 

clean lubrication minimizes repair and maintenance costs. 

7. Grease cost is usually a minor item but also related to repair 

and maintenance cost and wearout life. 

8. Electric power required to operate a water lifting system 

is related to the condition of the equipment. It should be consistent 

with the other parameters of the system. The equation shown as 

footnote 2 on the data input form, page 6 , is used to determine 

electrical energy requirements. 

9. Electricity cost, In Egypt electricity is produced and 

distributed by the government, The price charged to farmers does not 

necessarily reflect the cost of producing and distributing electricity. 

Currently small consumers are charged L.E. 0.015 per kilowatt hour. 

One report from 1977 indicates the cost of producing and distributing 

new power in Egypt with petroleum fuel is L.E. 0.0932 per kilowatt 

hour. 2/ Increases in the international price for petroleum since 

1977 have undoubtedly made thermal generation of electricity more 

expensive. 

The appropriate price to charge for electricity to lift water 

is debatable. Some argue that daytime use of electricity will 

help to " ••• obtain the optimum use of Rural Electrification~,." in 

Egypt. 3/ As in the case of diesel fuel policy makers will perhaps 

wish to make long run price projections. 

!/For a -d~s~~~~~on of the difference between financial and economic 
costs see Pacific Consultants, ''New Lands Productivity in Egypt -
Technical and Economic Feasibility," AID Contract No. AID/NE-C..-1645, 
Project No. 263-0042,. January 1980, pp. 17-18. 

2/Technical and EconomicFeasibilityof Electrifying Tertiary Pumping 
Means in Middle and Upper Egypt, Ministry of Irrigation, Mechanical 
and Electr1cal Department, Louis Berger International Inc,, 1977, 
see pages 135-136, Also see Pacific Consultants, op.cit,, p. 18, 

3/Nasser, Abdel Hady Bary, "Feasibility Study of Electrification of 
Irrigation Means: Animal Driven Water Wheels and Diesel Pumps, in 
f\1enoufia Governorate/' Engineering Research Bulletin, Vol. 1, Part 1 
Faculty of Engineering and Technology, Shebin El-Kom, 1978, page 72. 
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10. Salvage value is included as a variable in the model to 

handle the wearout life difference in system components. For example 

a motor may wearout in 10,000 hours while the pump may have a life of 

20,000 hours. In this case the value of the pump at the end of 10,000 

hours can be considered as salvage value for the total system, Unit 

costs for long~life water lifting systems are not likely to be highly 

sensitive to alternative salvage values. 

11. Annual taxes, license, permits, land rent, etc~, includes 

all the possible fixed charges that may be imposed or otherwise 

required for owning a system. In the case of sakias a convenient method 

of charging for the land occupied by the sakia is to use the annual market 

rate of land rent for the specified area, 

12~ Interest rate, Capital usually has alternative uses. The 

opportunity interest cost of investing in a water lifting system is the 

rate of return capital would earn in its next best alternative. 

Although somewhat subjective, this principle can serve policy makers 

as a guide in assigning a capital charge to investment alternatives, 

If the capital is available as a loan and other alternatives are not 

to be considered, then use the interest rate according to the terms of 

the loan, If, on the other hand, financing is to be provided out of 

limited funds that could also be used for other purposes, it is important 

to use an interest rate which reflects the estimated return from the 

alternative purposes. This is the concept of ttopportunity cost." 

13. Operator or labor cost. All water lifting systems require 

some labor. In the case of a sakia a laborer is required to drive the 

animal. In the case of diesel or electric pumps, labor is required 

for pump attendants, to keep pipes clean and attend other details 

necessary for efficient operation, If a highly trained technician 

serves only one litting system the hourly cost will be relatively high. 

If he can serve more than one system and/or perform other labor while 

operating the system, the cost will be appropriately reduced, There 

is a relationship between labor cost and other variables such as 

repairs and wearout life. Well paid, highly trained labor may tend 

to offset some other costs. 
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14. Discharge of the Pump. An important assumption regarding the 

discharge of sakias and pumps is that the delivery canal must maintain 

a uniform water level at the pumping station, Data showing the discharge 

of sakias often reflects the effects of a fluctuating head. Conversely 

the discharge assigned to electric and diesel pumps may reflect the manu

facturer's specifications at constant head, The delivery canal must be 

an integral part of any lifting system, In order for any system to 

operate efficiently and at capacity it must have an adequate supply 

of water at the point of suction, preferably of a uniform head. 

15. Animal power cost is one of the most difficult variables to 

measure. It is common knowledge that most farmers depend on animals 

for transportation since field access roads are very limited. They 

also keep animals for the production of meat, milk, fuel, fertilizers 

and as a store of wealth or capital. However the measurement of these 

factors is often quite illusive. 

If one assumes animals are kept primarily for power and all 

animal production costs are assigned to power, then the cost is 

relatively high, On the other hand if one assumes animals are kept 

more for the other uses and assigns only the marginal costs to power, 

then the cost is relatively small, In some cases where the work on 

a sakia is very light and spread among many animals it may be trivial, 

Some farmers believe a small amount of work only fulfills normal 

exercise for the animal and costs nothing, 

There is also an assumption made by some that if the work require ... 

ment for animals were eliminated they would be replaced by animals 

specialized in meat and milk production, This could increase meat 

and milk production from a given feed base but may require a substantial 

training program to introduce new breeds, new feeding technologies, new 

marketing systems, etc. 

Another possibility is that reducing the work requirements for 

animals will permit reduction of livestock numbers and production of 

human food on land formerly used to produce animal feed, Whether 

this would happen is also, of course, debatable. 
Since there are only limited empirical data regarding these issues 

it is natural that wide variations exist in estimates of animal power 

costs. EWUP is engaged in further study of this issue. Literature 
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reviews are in progress and research is planned to compare areas of 

gravity irrigation (where animals are not used for lifting water) with 

areas that are dependent on animal driven sakias for irrigation. 

16. Overall efficiency refers to the pump and the drive (system 

of coupling between the engine and pump). Pump efficiency is specified 

by most pump manufacturers but may be adjusted downward to reflect 

efficiency under average field conditions. Standard engineering 

references suggest efficiencies for direct drive, right angle drive, 

vee belts, flat belts, etc, The overall efficiency is the product of 

the pump efficiency and the drive efficiency, 

17. Engine efficiency is usually specified by the manufacturer for 

electric and diesel engines, It may be adjusted downward to properly 

reflect average field conditions. In the case of sakias, efficiencies 

can be calibrated to electric pumps where efficiencies and discharge 

rates are known. This is shown in Appendix 8, 

18. Static head is defined, for purposes of this model, as the 

distance between the water level in the canal or pump station well 

and the water level in the field distribution ditch, 

19. The dynamic head includes the static head plus pumping system 

losses. 

20. The water duty per year is the amount of water that must be 

lifted from a delivery canal to a field given a particular crop 

rotation. Of course it can be adjusted for specified locations, cropping 

sequences, and crop yields during a given year, It should include water 

needed for evapotrans-piration plus leaching requirements under given 

conditions of field irrigation efficiency, 

21. Maximum time the system will run per day should reflect the 

realities of farm and village cultural patterns. Longer period of 

operation per day will reduce unit costs of lifting water and will 

increase maximum area to be served but the system will not operate as 

planned unless it is compatible with values of farmers. The government 

of course, may use various methods o:f coercion or reward sys tern to get 

farmers to comply with alternative working day lengths, 

22. Minimum Irrigation Interval, This variable, expressed in 

days, effects the size of the area to be served by the system. 
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If during the peak irrigation season, the system operates at 

the capacity consistent with its discharge rate, water requirement 

and time parameters, a certain number of days will be required to 

cover a specified area~ The first area irrigated will then have gone 

without water for that number of days. This is the concept of "minimum 

irrigation interval,'' If the number of days in the interval is 

lowered then the area served by the system will be reduced accordingly 

by the program. Under water rotation turns (''off" and t-ton" periods) 

the minimum interval should be the same as the days in the "on" 

period if it is desired that the system have capacity to irrigate all 

the land served with a "maximum irrigation" during one "onn period, 
The cropping pattern and the consumptive use of specified crops 

during the peak irrigation period also influences the value which should 

be placed on this variable. For example shallow rooted crops require 

frequent but light irrigations, especially during July and August. 

23. Maximum water required per irrigation, This variable also 

is part of the equation for setting the limit on the area to be served 

by the system. It is related to "minimum time between irrigations" in 

that shallow rooted crops may require less water per irrigation but 

more frequent irrigations, It is also dependent on water application 

efficiency. 

Equations Utilized in the Model 

Before turning to an illustration of the analytical model some 

readers may wish to examine the equations used in the model. They 

are shown on page 13, 

AN ILLUSTRATION OF THREE SYSTEMS 

We shall now examine three alternative systems of lifting water 

using the analytical model previously described. In order to illustrate 

the potential application of the model we have selected two sets of 

data for analysis, 

It should be understood that data for this model are of three 

kinds: (I) primary data collected by observation and enumeration, 

(2) expert opinion data based on engineering coefficiencts and/or 

informal collection procedures through years of observation and (3) 

system design parameters based on judgement, e.g., how many hours per 



EQUATIONS FOR WATER LIFTING COST PROGRAM* 

1 K ~ Hrs PER FEOOAN PER YEAR = W~ter Duty Per Year 
· · D1scharge of Pump 

2. Annual Fixed Costs = [Present Replacement Prile in Egypt+ Salvage Value] [Interest Rate] +Taxes, etc. 

3 Depreciation = [Present Replacement Pric~ in Egypt - Salvage Value1 [K] [No of f dd s] 
· Wearout L1fe • e an 

4. Repairs = [Expected Average Repair Cost] [K] [No. of Feddans] 

5. Energy Cost if Diesel = [Fuel Consumption] [Fuel Cost] [K] [No. of Feddans] 

6. Energy Cost if Electric = [Electric Energy Required] [Electric Energy Cost] (K] [No. of Feddans] 

7. Energy Cost if Animal= [Animal Cost] [K] [No. of Feddans} 

B. Grease and Oil = [Oil Cost per 100 hours 1 ~0Grease Cost per 100 hours1 [K] [No. of Feddans] 

9. Operator Cost = [Operator or Labor Cost] [K] (No. of Feddans] 

10. Total Annual Cost = Annual Fixed Cost + Depreciation + Repairs + Energy Cost + Grease and Oil + Operator Cost 

11 Annual Cost Per Feddan = Total Annual Cost 
· No. of Feddans 

12. Output Horsepower Hours = [Discharge of2~~mp x Static Head] [K] [No. of Feddans] (Work Accomplished) 

13 . Cost per HP Hour = Total Annual Cost 
Output HP Hours 

14 Max System Capacity = Minimum Irrigation Interval x ~ax. Time pe~ Da~ x Discharge of Pump 
· · Max. Water Requ1red per Irr1gat1on 

15. Brake Horsepower Required at Max System Capcity = Discharge of Pump ~ ~ynamic Head 
• 210 verall Eff1c1ency 

16. Total Time Required = [Max, System Capacity] [K] 

17. Total Energy Required at Max, System Capacity= Brake HP Req. at Max. System Capacity x Total Time Required 

* See DATA INPUT FORM - WATER LIFTING COSTS on page 6 for unit specifications. 

..... 
~ 
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day farmers will operate a system and what is the appropriate charge for 

energy now and in the future? 

One set of data is from a report prepared at Menoufia University.lf 

The second set of data was prepared by EWUP. Appendix A contains a 

discussion and justification for each item of EWUP data. Differences 

exist between the two data sets concerning energy costs, labor costs 

and requirements, interest rates, operating hours per day, and discharge 

rates. The effect of altering these variables will be discussed later. 

Table 1 includes data from Menoufia University and from EWUP for 

three alternative water lifting system, via. (1) sakia, (2) diesel 

pump, and (3) electricity. Each unit of data has its own justification, 

One assumption, however, underlying the entire analysis, is that the 

delivery canal must operate such th~t the lifting devices can operate 

at designated capacity, 

the data from Table 1 were entered into a computer model to produce 

Tables 2-7. Examination of Table 2, Water Lifting Costs for 3~Meter 

Sakia, Data from Menoufia University, shows that costs are reported 

in annual cost per feddan and cost per horsepower hour. Both values 

represent the cost of performing a unit of work, In the first case 

it shows the cost per feddan is L,E. 62,174 when the system is used for 

only one feddan. This means it costs L,E, 62,174 to lift 6800 m3 

the amount required for one feddan, one meter. These values are 

included in the data set, i.e,, water duty equal 6800 m3 and static head 

equal to one meter. Since it requires 25.185 HP hours to do this work 

we can see the cost per HP hour is L.E. 2,4687. As the use of the system 

is expanded over more area we notice that both the annual cost per 

feddan and the cost per HP hour decline, This is due to the fact that 

fixed costs are spread over more units of work and consequently total 

cost per unit declines, 

Table 2 also indicates that the maximum capacity of this system 

is 12,88 feddans per year. This is by equation 14 on page 13 and is 

of course based on specified crop requirements, irrigation frequency, 

etc. If any of these specifications are relaxed the computed capacity 

!!Nasser, Abdel Hady Abdel Bary, op. cti •• pp. 55~112. 



TABLE 1: DATA FOR COST ANALYSES OF PUMPING MACHINES 
MENOUFIA UNIVERSITY DATA 

1. Name SAKIA DIESEL PUMP ELECTIRC PUMP SAI<IA 
2. Make - - - -
3. Model - - - -
4. Size 3-METERS 12 HP 12 HP 3-METERS 
5. Power Source ANIMAL DIESEL ELECTRICITY ANIMAL 
6. Date, da~l month, year 000080 000080 000080 051279 

1. Present cost, L.E. 450. 1800. 800. 500. 

2. Life, hrs. 18000. 8161. 28333. 15000. 

3. Repair cost, L.I:. .013 • 221 .035 .008 

4. Fuel consumption, liters .000 1.640 .000 .ooo 
5. Fuel cost, L.E. .000 .076 .000 .000 

6. Oil cost, L.E./100 hrs. .000 2.779 .ooo .ooo 
7. Grease cost, L.E./100 hrs .000 .000 .000 .100 

8. Elect. req., kwh .000 .000 4.806 .000 

9. Elect. cost, L.E. .000 .ooo .015 .000 

10. Salvage value, L.E. .000 300.000 .ooo .ooo 
11. Annual taxes, L.E. .000 .000 .000 2.000 

12. Interest rate, percent 6. 6. 6. 15. 

13. Labor cost, L.E./Hr. .056 • 794 .318 .050 

14. Discharge, m3/hr. 57. 300. 300. 100. 

15. Animal energy cost, L.E. .314 . ooo .ooo .300 

16. Overall efficiency .700 .700 .700 .700 

17. Engine efficiency .900 .850 .850 .900 

18. Static head, meter 1. 1. 1. 1. 

19. Dynamic head, meter 1. 3.500 3.500 1. 
3 6800. 20. Water duty, m /year 6800. 6800. 6800. 

21. Max. time/day, hrs. 16. 12. 16. 12. 
22. Min. irrig. interval, days 6. 6. 6. 6. 

23. Max. water/irrig., m3 425. 425. 425. 425. 

EWUP DATA 
DIESEL PUMP 

IND/CHECK 

-
9 HP 

DIESEL 

170380 

950. 

15000. 

.060 

1.429 

.140 

1.500 

.500 

.ooo 

.000 

.ooo 

.000 

15 • 

.300 

170 • 

.000 

.700 

.600 

1. 

3.500 

6800. 

12. 
6. 

425. 

ELECTRIC PUMP 

KSB 

-
7.5 HP 

ELECTRICITY 

170380 

2325. 

15000 • 

.010 

.000 

.000 

.000 

.500 

3.376 

.050 

.000 

.000 

15. 

.300 

170. 

.ooo 

.700 

.850 

1. 

3.500 

6800. 

12. 
6. 

425. 

....,a 
V1 
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of the system will change. Also we can observe that power required 

at maximum capacity of the system is 0.30 horsepower as explained by 

equation 15. The system requires 1536 hours of operation to perform 

the work required at the maximum system capacity of 12.88 feddans per 

year. The total energy required to do this work is 463.24 horsepower 

hours. 

Each data set is similarly calculated and reported in Table 2~7. 

The reader is reminded that the six data sets are shown in Table 1 on page 

15. 

Cost Curves 

To simplify comparison of Tables 2~7 cost curves were plotted 

to show the relationship between cost per horsepower hour (vertical 

axis) and the number of feddans which the system serves annually 

(horizontal axis). Examination of Figure 2 shows that the cost curves 

slope downward to the right reflecting the declining unit costs of 

work performed as fixed costs are spread over more units, 

The curves do not extend to the right beyond the physical limits 

of each system's capacity to perform work within the prescribed time 

and water requirement parameters. The data sets can of course be 

changed to reflect different parameters and this in turn will affect · 

the shape and relative positions of the cost curves. 

Examination of Figure 2, which is based on Menoufia data, will 

indicate that the cost of a sakia, used at maximum system capacity, 

is approximately L.E. 2.0 per horsepower hour. From Table 2 we can 

also observe that this corresponds to approximately L.E. 50.0 per 
feddan per year. 

Similar examination of the diesel pump cost curve and Table 3 

will reveal costs of L.E. 1.3 per horsepower hour and L.E. 32.0 per 

feddan per year. The ~l~ctricity system reveals costs of L.E. 0."4 

per horsepower hour and from Table 4, L,E. 10.6 per feddan per year. 

The cost curves in Figure 3 represent data provided by EWUP 
. . 1/ . . f 

sc~ent~sts.- Exam~nat1on o these curves and corresponding Tables 

!!see appendix A for discussion and justification for EWUP 
data. 
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Table 2: Water Lifting Costs for 3-Meter Sakia, Data From Menoufia University 

I'RESENT r~LPL. AC[. MENT CCJST lN [.GYPT 1 LE 
W:.~AR OUT LiFE 0'1 HQliRS 
CXPECTED AVERAGE RCPAIR COST LE /HOUR 
OIL COST U£/ \.1)1) llJlUI$ 
GREASE COCT LE /100 HOURS 

4SO.OOO 

3ALVAGC VALUE Af END OF WEA~ OUT L!F~:LE 
ANNUAL TAXlS,LlCLNCL,PERMlT,RtNT,ett, :LL 
!NTERES r 1~:' I:·:, 1,:-::~1::·:~~ f 

18000.000 
0.013 
0.000 
0.000 
().000 
o.ooo 
6.000 % 
0.056 OrERATOR COST LE/hr 

llrs PER FEJ>t>:,l'l ;,:·::~ '(:·::\:~ 

DISCHARGE OF PUMP,cubic Mt./hr 
,.,N I MAL P OW:~R I :ll~) f I .:·:/iw 
OVERALL EF~ICIONCY 
ENGINE :~;:;:(I: (mtl:'f 

FEDD. ?1NNUAL DLrru:ctA. 
:: c<:·.l> •:n:;r 

1. 00 13.!.-0tt 2.902 
2.00 13.'300 '3. '765 
3.00 13.SOO O.S'47 
'\.00 1J.~~OO 11. ']30 
~.00 13.!:;00 14.912 
6.00 13. '.)00 17. :3')'3 
'1. 00 13.~00 20.fJ77 
3.00 1.J. '.iO 0 ~~.3. U60 
s·. oo 1~.~00 ~6.fJ42 

10.00 1J. •jOO 29.025 
1~.00 13.500 44.737 
20.00 1J.'::l00 '.5'},64? 
2!... 00 13.500 '14.~61 
JO.OO 13. ·.;;oo I)']. 474 
3~. 00 13.!..00 104.386 
40.00 13.SOO 11']. 2?0 
4~. 00 13. ~.oo 134.211 
'..iO, 00 1J.":i00 14'} .123 
S!... 00 13.500 164.035 
60.00 13.'300 170.?47 
6!:.. 00 1"3.SOO 19"3.860 
'10.00 1J.SOO 203.772 
7~. 00 13.SOO ~·~·3. 6El4 
00.00 1J.SOO 230,$']6 
o~ .. oo 13.SOO 253.509 
?0.00 13.~00 260.421 
9~ .. 00 13.500 2C3.333 
·~$$$$ 13,':;00 2'JO, 2'~6 

REPAIRS 

1, S!:-1 
3.102 
4.6~3 
6. 20·· 
7.7~1} 

?.JO'..) 
10. US'· 
12.40'/ 
1:s. s·~e 
1 S. SO'} 
23.26;,t, 
J1.01U 
38.77:::: 
46. 5~~6 
54.281 
62. OJS 
69. '70S' 
77. 5•l·~ 
as. 2s·c 
?3. OS3 

100.80'/ 
1 0(3. 561 
116.316 
124.0'/0 
131.(;2~ 
139,57? 
147.333 
i'.:iS, OO:l 

11'} .·298 
57.000 

0.314 
0.700 
0.900 

ENH~GY 
COGf 

37", 460 
74.?1? 

112. ~'IS' 
14'7. 3J? 
187.290 
224.7~0 
-262.2Ut 
29'}. 6'/'l 
33'/. 13'/ 
374, S'Jtl 
561. tJ9S 
74']. 1'}J 
936,4S':l 

1123.70? 
1311.000 
1498.306 
168~.£.04 
1872.?02 
2060.201 
2247. s·7•J 
2434.07'/ 
2622. 1 'l':J 
28os·. 474 
2996. '7'12 
3184.0'70 
.53'71. J6a 
3SSS.66'/ 
J74'.3.?6~ 

SlATIC HEAD <M~TERSJ 
DYNAMIC H~:'O <N:·: !':·::~:;) 
WATER DUTY PER YEAR,cubic Kt/fd 
MAX. TIM~ ~YSTEM WiLL RUN PER 1>AY 1 hours 
MIN. TIM[ BETWEEN lRRIGAllON,doys 
MAX. WATER REQU!~ED PER IRR!G.,cubic Ht/Fd 

1. 000 
1.000 

£.,(:00. 0 0 0 
16.000 
6.000 

42•:;. 000 

MAX. SYSTlM CAPACITY = 12.00 FtDDAN~/YlAR 
.01-JP RI:!:QUIRt::f) AT MAX = 0. 30 BRt~KF.: HOR:lPOWER 
1 CJTAL TlMt REQUIRED =1536. 0 0 Urs/Yl AI~ 
fOTAL ENERGY ;~t::Q. A f MAX = 463. 2411P Hrs/YEAR 

GrH::I\SC or·tRilTOR 1 01 AL ANNUAL ANNUI1L OUlPl 
~O!L co~r COGT COSf/t'd HP llr~. 

0.000 6.6£J1 62.174 62.1'14 2S. i£:!:. 
o.ooo 13.361 110.84'1 SS.424 50.3'/0 
0.000 20 • 04:.:~ 1!:.9.521 ~3 .1'/4 7~.!.-~b 
0.000 26.72.3 200.195 52.0••9 100. 7•U 
0.000 3~.1:04 2S6.86e S1.3'/4 12S.9~6 
0.000 40.0U<l 30~.S42 50. 92·· 151.111 
0 ,1}00 4b-;1t.~ ~tv -s-e ·, 602 176.i'9b 
o.ooo SJ. ••••u ··02. 88'} 50.361 201.401 
0.000 60.126 4~1.563 !.10.1'/4 226 .. 66'/ 
o.ooo 66.307 ':.iOO. 237 S0.024 251. :;)'j2 
0.000 100.211 743.60~ 49.~'74 37'1.'17Es 
0.000 133,61·~ ?06. 97,~ 49.Jcl'} 503.704 
0.000 16'l.01u 1230.34~ 4S',214 62S'. 630 
o.ooo 200.4£!1 1473.711 49.124 7SS.5S6 
o.ooo 233.02~ 1717.079 49. O!..S' 881.401 
0.000 267.220 1']60. 447 49.011 1007.407 
o.ooo 300,£.32 '-~203. 816 40. S'71J 1133.~33 
o.ooo 334. OJ":; 2•\4'7.184 48.9•\4 125']. 2':.i'} 
o.ooo 367.439 2690.553 4ELS'H' 138~ .10!:. 
o.ooo 40 0. 3•\2 2'7JJ. 921 48.899 1511.111 
o.ooo 434.246 3 1 'l'l . 28S' 48.801 163'1. 03'/ 
0.0()0 46'7. o'l'J 3420.653 48.867 1762. '}6.3 
0.000 S01.0!..3 3£.64. 026 4fJ.OS4 1eau. e;as· 
0.000 534.4'.36 J?07.3?S •l8.U•l2 2014.l31'..i 
0.000 56'1.060 41~0.763 4£:.(;33 2140.'/41 
o.ooo 601.263 4394.132 48.824 2266.6~7 

o.ooo 634.667 4£.37.500 48.016 2392.~~3 
o.ooo 668.010 43:30.863 48.80? 2$18.51'} 

CO til 
Hr HOUR 

2. L:UJ'I 
2.2006 
~.1113 .... 
2. 0666 ~ 

2. 0398 
2.0220 
~.ooc;o:~ 

1.9996 
1,S'S'22 
1.9862 
1.S'6t::4 
1.9594 
1.S'S41 
1.9505 
1. S'4'/S' 
1.~460 
1 .S'445 
1.?434 
1.S'4i.!4 
1.9416 
1, C/40'i' 
1.?403 
1. S'3S'f;; 
:t. .'7393 
1.'.'309 
1.?386 
1 . S':-503 
1. '}380 



Table 3: Water Lifting Costs for 12 HP Diesel Pump, Data From Menoufia University 

I'RESENT REPLACLHENT COST lN LGYPT 1 Ll 
W=!AR OUT '* u:s·: Ul liiJI;:~:; 
EXPECTED llVERAGl~ REPAIR COCT U.: /HOUR 
FUEL CllNSUHPTION Ll r:.::RS Pt::R HOUR 
FU£':L COST LE/LllER 
OIL COST L~/ \t)l) Ut)U:~:; 
GRlASE COST LE /100 UOURS 
tlALVAG~ VALU~ AT ~NO OF W~f\M OUT LlfEtLE 
ANNUAL TAY.LS,LlCEN!il 1 PERHll,Rl.NT,etc.tll 
U'ITERES'f a:\ n·: I ;•:~:~a;r-:~t .. 
Of•LRATOR COST Ll/hr 
ltrs PER FEOOI'tN ;•c·:al 't:·::\:~ 
Dl~CHARGL OF PUMr,cubic ftt./hr 
OVERALL :·:;:;:(a: (ll:'ll!'f 
ENGINE l::f.f ICIONCY 

FEDII. ANNUAL J>Lf'fClCIA. 
;: e<•·.•> •:n:'r 

1.00 63.000 4.166 
2.00 6J.OOO a.JJ2 
3.00 £,~.000 U:. 498 
i.OO 6J.OOO 16.66~ 
!1.00 63.000 20.9~1 

6.01 63.000 ;~1.'1?7 
'l.OO l.3.000 2S' .163 
o.oo 6J.OOO JJ.J2? 
9. 00 6~.000 3'7.495 

to.oo 6J.OOO ... 1.[.)62 
n .. oo 63.000 l.2.492 
20.08 6J.OOO OJ.J23 
Z~.10 63.000 iO.t\.1$4 
.so. 80 6.1. 000 12~.·185 

3~ •• DO 6:S. 000 1..,~.815 
10.00 6J.OOO tt..6.646 
4!.. 00 6;s.ooo itJ"'/,4':1'1 
'..iO .00 6J.OOO «:!OO.JOS 
5!...80 63.000 229.139 
t,o. 00 6.5.000 2"\'},"}6? 
6!...10 b:S. 000 2"'/0.EJOO 
'10.00 6J.Oil0 a!'Jt. 6Jt 
'1~. 10 6:S. 000 :,t,~.4£,2 

:JO.OG 63,000 JJ.J.-:!?2 
B!.. 80 (,~.000 3!.4 .123 
vo.oo t .. J. 000 J·t-t. •JSi 
n.oo 63.000 :sc;·~. '705 
·~~"l--i t...S;uoo 4t6.C.16 

REPAli'<S 

S.009 
10.01? 
iS. 020 
20.0J1 
25.04'l 
JO.O'J6 
35.0l.~ 
40.01'J 
45.084 
so. o•JJ 
'75.140 

100 ,113'/ 
i2S.i'~3 
1'30. 200 
175.32"'/ 
200.J1J 
225.420 
2S0.4b1 
27S.!.1:S 
.100.~6\) 
:S2S.LO'l 
J'30. 6'.iJ 
375."'/00 
400.741 
4~5."'/t;·~ 
4$0.a"o 
475.09'/ 
SOO.?JJ 

ttioo.ooo 
8161.000 

0.221 
1.640 
0.0'16 
2.'1'19 
o.ooo 

JOO.OOI 
o.ooo 
6.000 % 
0.'194 

22.66'1 
JOO.OOO 

0.,700 
o.S50 

ENli'<GY 
co3r 
2.02!. 
s.6·.io 
a. ~'lt-

11.J01 
14.126 
16. •J'J1 
1 c;.•. /'/'b 
22.(.)01 
2!..42'l 
28.2'..i2 
42.~'10 
S6.':.i0J 
'10.£,29 
34 .1·3·3 
90.1JEU. 

11J.Oll1 
12'1.13~ 
141. 2'.i? 
tS!i.,:SO!.. 
16'1, ':.itO 
18:S.t.~t.. 
1 ?'/. "/!.)";!, 
2tt.t:oo 
226.014 
240.140 
2~4.2!.;6 
26€1. :ss·t 
2U2,'.i17 

Gkl.AtE:. 
4a01L 

0.£.30 
1.260 
1.os·o 
2.~«!0 
~ .1!.0 
3.11? 
4 • .1\09 
5. OJ'1 
!..6£.9 
6,2'}''} 
s·. JZ49 

12.$'}0 
u .• "'/~o 
10.8?1 
22.U4'1 
25.1'16 
20. ;s4t,, 
JL4'JS 
34.(..4!. 
3'1' 1'}4 
40. 'lla4 
44. Q•)J 
4'l. ~·~~ 
':.iO ,J•)J 
53. ~.4:~ 
S6.6'12 
~c;·.041 
62.'1'11 

MAX. SYS1tH CAPI1CITY r. SO .02 f lDDANt.VYtAk 
om• R~QUia~~O tH KAX • •.:;, '.ib BRAKE IIOIH);.,OWER 
10TAL TlHt REQUlkED n11S2.00 l~s/YtAR 
TOTAL ENERGY R£Q. Ar HAX •6400.00lW Hr~/YEAR 

0 TATIC HEt\0 Ut:·: n·::~:i) 
DYNAMIC Hf.AD <MlTERS> 
WATER DUTY PER YEAR,cub.ic l<tt/fd 
MAX. TIME SYSTf.H WILL RUN rER DAY,hours 
MIN. flHE BETWE£N !RRIGAfiON~days 
HAX. WATtR REQUIRED PER lRRlG.,cublc ~t/fd 

Of'EkATOR 1 01 AL ANNUAL ANNUAL OU11'1 
C03f COST COS'f/f"d HP llr$. 
1"/. (l'i'7 'i'3.62S 93.620 2!. .it;!,; 
JS. •J•J'J 1&!4.256 62.12~ SO.J10 
s~.s·s-2 1!..4.8&4 ~1.620 '1~.~!.6 
11.'}0'] 135.512 46.J1tl 100.741 
89. '/U'l 216.140 43.220 12S,«,'26 

107.?04 246.767 41.120 1$1.111 
12~.c,·a1 27'7.39~ 39 .£2(t 171. .. ~'96 
143.''11''1 J03.02J 38,SOJ 201.401 
161. ~l"/6 llEJ. 651 3'7.6£$ 226. t..~., 
11"1.?1J J6'1.27'1 36.?•:!8 2Si.tl'.i2 
269 .'l60 ~22.419 34.EJ29 ~?'7."/'70 
3'3?. ?>\'1 6J~.ssa 33.'110 503.104 
44'l. ~·:s~ 028.69EJ :S3.14U 62S' .£-~0 
S3?.•Jo!O '}01.831 32.123 ?SS. !i'.i6 
62S' I ~·0'7 11:S4.9'1"'/ l2 .42l: 801.1\lJl 
119. 0'}3 1233.116 J2. ~o.s 1007.407 
eos·.aao 14~1.2~6 32.02£1 113:S.:S~3 
89'1.067 1$'14.3?':.i Jt.aao 1254

} • 2'J'} 
989.b~:S 1"'/47.~3!. 31."'/'l:-s 138~.10~ 

10'1'1 .3i0 1'}00. 6?·l J1.611l t~.:a1.111 
tt6s·.a2'7 20!..3.814 31 '~<;·'/ 163"'/.037 
125'1. U1.l 2206.953 Jt.520 1762.?63 
134c.i'. oou ~·;s£,0. 09~ 31.1J6l1 18Ull • aos· 
143?.11J'1 t!~1J.232 31.115 2014.01~ 
152S·. 'l'I'J C:666.3'1~ 31. 3(,c;• ~140.'141 
1t;)1'1. :160 2tli~. 511 'i! :~~~ 2&!66.6f .... 1 
l?OS•. ~4'l ~S·"'/2.651 23~2.~<;·~ 
17?'1.1JJ Ji25.7?0 Jt. 2·;a 2518.~19 

1.000 
~.soo 

6800.{)00 
12.000 
6.000 

425.000 

CliSl 
lif1 HOUR 
~.'71'76 
2.4668 
2.049'i' 
1.8415 
1.'7164 
1.6330 
1 .!..?3S 
1.5288 
1.1\940 
1.<4663 
1.~029 
1 • .3412 
1.~162 
1.2995 
1.~·(:"'/6 

1.2786 
1.~"'/17 
1.2661 
1.::·616 
1.25?8 
1 ,,"!..46 
1.2518 
1.~49~ 
1 • i~4'14 
1. ~·4~~ 
1.2439 
1.~424 
1. 2411 

N 
0 



Table 4: Water Lifting Costs for 12 HP Electric Pump, Data From Menoufia University 

r·r~ESENl t\EPLAt:LMCNT c.:o~T lN LGYF,T, L t 
~~~AR OUT L (1:;.: (~I lii)U:~:; 

EXr'lCTED I~VER AGL REP 141 R t;(Jt;l ll /HtJUr~ 
0 [I_ COST L(/ \I) I) lit)l;:~:; 

GJ.:lAS[ CO~T LE /100 UOURt; 
~L~Cf~IC POWER ~~PUIR~D ,Kw hour 
ELlCTRICllY COtl LE /Kw.hour 
:3r\LV:\f;C Vr\UK :\ f ~ND Of-' •.'III:!:AR OUT Lll-·:.::: U::: 
ANNUAL 1AXE~ 1 LlCENSE 1 ~ERMl1 1 RlN1 1 e1c. :LL 
CNTEREST 1~:\ r:·: 1 1,1·.:~•::-·:~~ I' 
OI'E.RATOR COST U /hr 
l Irs PER F:~I)I):\N 1,1·::~ '(:·::\:~ 

Dl~CHARGr OF PUMP 1 cubic Mt./hr 
OVERALl. :·:;:;:(I~ (1);-u:·f 
[NGlNl lFFlCIONt:Y 

FEDl>. ANNUf.~L DU'IH t:lA. 
:· c<: .. ,) r:•i:;r 

1. 00 Z4.000 0.640 
;~. 00 ~~·\,000 1.£!:30 
~.00 24.000 1. c;·2o 
·LOO 24.000 2.~60 

!.. • 00 t-~4. 000 3. ~·oo 
fJ. 00 24.000 J.:l'\0 
~.oo t.:4.000 4.4E:O 
o. 00 2•\.000 ':;). 1&.!0 
S'.OO 24.000 ~.~60 

10.00 2•\. 000 (J. •\0 0 
1!... 00 21:.000 c;•. 600 
;!0,00 2·L 000 12.il00 
2!:.. 00 24.000 1£..000 
. .so. 00 21.000 1'}. 200 
:5!.·. 00 24.000 2::=.400 
10.00 &!·L 000 ;·?r:;. !JO 0 
~!... 00 21:.000 ~·t:.uoo 
·;o. oo c:!·L 000 .~;!.000 
S!..o. 00 21:.000 3!...200 
!JO. 00 2•\. 000 .sa. 4oo 
6!...00 24.000 1:1.600 
/0.00 2•\. 000 •\•L :301 
'/!. .• 00 ~~4. 000 1:(;.001 
:JO. 00 2•\. 000 '31.. 201 
r;~ ... 0 0 ~~1.000 !..I: . .IJOi 
')0. 00 i.H.OOO ·~1. 601 
~·!, •• 00 ;;•4. 000 60.(;01 

·~---.--·~ &!i.OOO 61.001 

(;00.000 
283J.5. 00 0 

0.03S 
0.000 
o.ooo 
4.806 
0.015 
o.ooo 
0.000 
6.000 X 
0.318 

22.667 
300.000 

0.700 
0.850 

~lPAH:t; ENL.RGY 
C0:3f 

0, ~S':5 1 ,£.:54 
1. :.:):3'/ J.&:!60 
2 .~l:O 4 ,c;o~· 
J.iJJ 6,•:.:;.MJ 
3,S't.,/ [;. 1 ~0 
4.l60 '}. 00 •l 
S.!..o!.-:5 ii . .t:~ll 
6. J•l'/ 1~~. O'/;~ 

7.140 14.~0£, 
7 ,'}JJ 16. J•lO 

11. c;·oo 24.~·11 
1$.061 J&:!.6:Ji 
19. (::5~ 40.l:!..o1 
2.3.000 'l'J. o;.~1 
27.~6~ S/,H'i 
Ji.J.:SJ 6'.i,J62 
3S.~OO 1~ .~·32 
J•). 661 131.102 
~3. £,~.:5 e.:s·. o~~· 
'\'7,600 '}i). 042 
~1.~6'/ 10£,. :.:·1:1, 
S'..i. ~.5 .. ~ ii·L JiJJ 
~s·. !..oo 12i.~. ~.!.,~ 

(JJ. '\!Jl 1J0.12J 
67.1:;'!.~ 130 .l:c;·~ 
'/1. A}00 14'/. t)(.)'\ 
'IS'~£./ iS~, i.':54 
1?. JJ.5 16.5. •\01 

:3TATIC H~:\t) <i-1:·: 1'1·::~:;> 
DYNAMIC m .. AD < t-1l TERS > 
~AT~R DUTY PER Y::::~R 1 cublc Mt/fd 
MllX. TIMt ~YS1U1 WILL RUN l'lR DAY 1 hour!r. 
M[N, TIM:;: OEn.~:_:::.::N IRRIGAfCilN 1 d11ys 
MAX. WAllR RlQUlRlD PlR lJ.:RlG.,cubic Mt/fd 

MAX. SYSllM CAPAC.:ITY ~ 6~.~£, FlDDAN~/YLAR 

1. 000 
:_,,soo 

6300.000 
i£..000 
6.000 

4::=!: •• 000 

DIIP R~QUtRr.::O A f MAX ...: •;;. 56 BRAKE uor~:.H,OWER 
1 tJTAL TIM£ REQUlkE.D ri S3£.. 00 flrs/YLAr~ 
fl) ff\L :~N:.::RGY Rt::Q. A f Mr~X -=353.3. 3.511:., Hrs/YEAR 

(;f{l. l~t;L Of'EIHtl 01~ 1 tn f.~L. ·ANNUAL ANNUAL Oll')l''l (.;(Jt;l 
~l).(l_ CO:lr C0:3f C0:3 r I fd HP llrz. HP HOUR 

o.ooo ~.col: 34.2~S 34.t.:n. 2S .if.:~ 1. ~·60'i' 
0.000 14.•H6 •l'l. SSi 22.&.!1:.:) SO.JlO O.t384S 
0.000 21.£.t.:4 S4.82£. 18.2~!.. 7~. ~.~£, 0.~2!..6 
o.ooo 20. :).52 6'.3.10~ 16. i!l'..i 100 .l·U 0.6462 
o.ooo 36,040 '1!...37~ 1~.0'/!.. 12!.. ,c;::=6 0 . ~.'/U6 
0.000 4.5. &!•\;j :ls. 6'32 14.£!/'j 151.111 O.'.i668 
0.000 so. "~·6 c;·~·.92t: 1;s,'/OJ: 176.~.·c;·E, 0. ~.441 
0. 01)0 •.::;'/, I'J6·l i06.20J 13.21'..i 201. •\iJi 0.'3271 
0.000 61:.0~2 116.4'1E.: 12. s·~:~ 2~6 .£.6~ 0 .!..i~S· 
0.000 7&:!. o:Jo 126. 7S•l 12.6/':i 251. :J'j2 0.5033 
o.ooo iOD.H~O 1 ~(:.;. 131 11. (;~~. 37~.//l: 0.4'/1!.. 
0.000 144.160 22']. ":JOO 11.4/'..i :.;)OJ.'/ 0 •\ 0. 'lSS6 
o.ooo HlO.~OO t.'EJO.SE.:!.. 11.~3!.. 62s·. 6~.o 0.4461 
0.000 216. &.!•\0 JJc:!.261 11. 0/'..i 7SS. ·~·..i6 0.4398 
0.000 2s~. ~·oo 3(;3.638 10.S'l.1 EIUi, 4(Ji (J .l:~t~2 
0.000 2130.J&!O •\.5:.:). 0 1'j 10.01:.:) 10 01. •\0'7 0.4318 
0.(100 324.:5(.,0 J:Ub.3S'2 1 o. uoc,· 1133.~~3 0. ,~,9~ 
0.000 360.400 'jJ:l. 76'} iO.:l:.;)'..i 125'} .2'.i'} 0. •\271 
o.ooo 3S'6, 41:0 !..E:S'.146 iO.~H· i~E:~. 1(;!.. o.~tc!..3 
0.000 432. 4:Jo 640.S2J 10. fJ'I'..i 1Sii.111 0.4239 
o.ooo 460, !..C.'O t.s·1. c;•oo 10. 6.1)!,. 16:S~. o~'/ 0 .t:c.·~·, 
0.01)1) '::iO ·}, •jfJO '/•U. 271 10.610 1762.')(;,J 0.4216 
0.000 540.£.00 '/«;'4. 654 10. ~S'!.. 1 ce.:El • e.:os· o .-1~·o~ 
o.ooo S'/6. 6•\0 :H6.030 10. '.i'/'::i 201•\.01.~~ 0.4199 
0.(100 6H' .l.UO (:«;''/. 40~ 10. S~l: 2140.'/41 0.1:1','2 
l),t)l)l) 6413. 'li!O ']10. 78 1\ 10. S•\c:! 2266.661 0.4186 
o.ooo 684.~£,0 1000.161 i 0. ~2(: 2:S'i'2. !,..C,·~ O.J:1UO 
0.000 720.:300 1 0' .. >1. 5.30 10.:.:)1$ ~~~U:l. ~t 'l 0. •li 75 

N 
~ 



Table 5: Water Lifting Costs for 3-Meter Sakia, Data From EWUP 

t·~ESCN"I klf'LI\Cl HlNT COt;T lN I:C.Yt'T I Ll 
W:~t\ll OUT Lla:'l~ Of lhil::f:; 
EXf'lCTED AVERAt;L RE.PAIR (;0!.;1 L L /HOUJ.; 
0 (L COST LEI \I) I) 111)11~~; 
Cr.:~ ASE CO£il LE /100 m1UR£i 
:J:,LVAt;:.:: V:\LUt: A"f t::NJ) OF WC::r\a tlUT Ll::-t:: 1 L:Z 
ANNUAL 1AXL~ 1 LltEN~E,~ER"l1 1 k~N1,etc,:L~ 
IN fEREST RAft·:,;): .. :te::mf 
O~LRATOR tO~T ll/hr 
:fr'li PER ::-::DDAN PElt Y:·:r'u~ 
Dlt:CHARGl. OF f'UHr,cublc M-f> •• '.,.,. 
ANlHt\L Pl!WER Cll:H I :·:liw 
OVlkALL l.flCIONCY 
ENGINE :~;:;: u: (t)~lt:·t 

FEDD. ANNUAL DEPRECIA. 
FIXED COST 

1.00 39.500 2.2667 

2.00 39.500 4.5333 
3.00 39.500 6.8000 
4.00 39.500 9.0667 
5.00 39.500 11.3333 
6.00 39.500 13.6000 
7.00 39.500 15.8667 
8.00 39.500 18.1333 
9.00 39.500 20.4000 

10.00 39.500 22.6667 
15.00 39.500 34.0000 
20.00 39.500 45.3333 
25.00 39.500 56.6667 
30.00 39.500. 68.0000 
35.00 39.500 79.3333 
40.00 39.500 90.6667 
45.00 39.500 102~0000. 
50.00 39.500 113.3333 
55.00 39,500 124.6667 
60.00 39.500 136.0000 
65.00 39.500 147.3333 
70.00 39.500 158.6667 
75.00 39~500 170.0000 
80.00 39.500 181.3333· 
85.00 39.500 192.6667 
90.00 39.500 204.0000 
95.00 39.500 215.3333 

100.00 39.500 226.6667 

REPAIRS 

0.5440 
1.0880 
1.6320 
2.1760 
2.7200 
3.2640 
3.8080 
4.3520 
4.8960 
5.4400 
8.1600 

10.8800 
13.6000 
16.3200 
19.0400 
21.7600 
24.4800 
27.2000 
29.9200 
32.6400 
35.3600 
38.0800 
40.8000 
43.5200 
46.2400 
48.9600 
51.6100 
54.4000 

~oo.uoo 
15000.000 

(J,00£1 
0.000 
tJ.iOO 
0.006 
z.ooo 

i'j,OOO % 
o.oso 

61.000 
100.000 

0.300 
0 '700 
0,900 

ENERGY 
COST 

20.4000 
40.8000 
61.2000 
81.6000 

102.0000 
122.4000 
142.8000 
163.2000 
183.6000 
204.0000 
306.0000 
408.0000 
510.0000 
612.0000 
714.0000 
816.0000 
918.0000 

1020.0000 
1122.0000 
1224.0000 
1326.0000 
1428.0000 
1530.0000 
1632.0000 
1734.0000 
1836.0000 
1938.0000 
2040.0000 

GREASE 
&OIL 

0.0680 
0.1360 
0.2040 
0.2720 
0.3400 
0.4080 
0.4760 
0.5440 
0.6120 
0.6800 
1.0200 
1.3600 
1.7000 
2.0400 
2.3800 
2.7200 
3.0600 
3.4000 
3.7400 
4.0800 
4.4200 
4.7600 
5.1000 
5.4400 
5.7800 
6.1200 
6:4600 
6.8000 

ST1n lC HEAD < Hlll kt;) 
OYNAHIC UEt\0 (:-11-:tl·::t:;) 
WAl[R bUlY PER YLAR,cublc Mt/~d 
Ht\X, fiH:: SYSfl::H WILL RUN P:~R DAY ,hours 
MlN. TJHl ~ETWltN lRklGATlON,daps 
H~X. WAfER REQUIRED PER 1~1l1G.,cub!c Ht/Fd 

1.100 
1.000 

(,(.:00,800 
12.008 
6.008 

42~. 000 

HAX. SYSll H Cid'ACITY r. 16.94 flDDANS/YLAI..: 
8111' RI::QUI!tt~O Af MAX "* 0.5291BRAKI! t-IOR!:lPOWER 
lUlAL TIHl REQUlRED =115~.00 Urs/YLAk 
fOTAL t::NERGY RI::Q, A f MAX = 609.52 liP Hrs/YEAR 

OPERATOR TOTAL ANNUAL ANNUAL OUTPT COST 
COST COST COST/Fd HP Hrs. HP HOUR 

3.4000 66.1787 66.1787 25.1852 2.6277 

6.8000 92.8573 46.4287 50.3704 1.8435 N 

10.2000 119.5360 39.8453 75.5556 1.5821 N 

13.6000 146.2147 36.5537 100.7407 1.4514 
17.0000 172.8933 34.5787 125.9259 1.3730 
20.4000 199.5720 33.2620 151.1111 1.3207 
23.8000 226.2507 32.3215 176.2963 1.2834 
27.2000 252.9293 31.6162 201.4815 1.2553 
30.6000 279.6080 31.0676 226.6667 1.2336 
34.0000 306.2867 30.6287 251.8519 1. 2161 
51.0000 439.6800 29.3120 377.7778 1.1639 
68.0000 573.0733 28.6537 503.7037 1.1377 
85.0000 706.4667 28.2587 629.6296 1.1220 

102.0000 839.8600 27.9953 755.5556 1.1116 
119.0000 973.2533 27.8072 881.4815 1.1041 
136.0000 1106.6467 27.6662 1007.4074 1.0985 
153.0000 1240.0400 27.5564 1133.3333 1.0942 
170.0000 1373,4333 27.4687 1259.2593 1.0907 
187.0000 1506.8267 27.3968 1385.1852 1.0878 
204.0000 1640.2200 27.3370 1511.1111 1.0854 
221.0000 1773.6133 27.2864 1637.0370 1.0834 
238.0000 1907.0067 27.2430 1762.9630 1.0817 
255.0000 2040.4000 27.2053 1888.8889 1.0802 
272.0000 2173.7933 27.1724 2014.8148 1.0789 
289.0000 2307.1867 27.1434 2140.7407 1.0778 
306.0000 2440.5800 27.1176 2266.6667 1.0767 
323.0000 2573.9733 27.0945 2392.5926 1.0758 
340.0000 2707.3667 27.0737 2518.5185 1.0750 



Table 6: Water Lifting Costs for 9 HP Diesel Pump, Data From EWUP 

f'f.:ESENl J.:tPLACl MlNT COCT l N Lt:Yr·T, L L 
Wt~t\R OUT L [ft~ Ul IIIlis:~:; 
EXI'E.CTCD I1VtRAGL RtPitllt {;Qt;.l Lt /HCJUr~ 
;:U~L t:ON:lUMr' T liJN Ll Tt::RS P~a liOW~ 
FUll CO~l LE/LlltR 
OIL COST Lt::/ \t)tl llt)IJ:t:~ 

G~lASE COCT Lt /100 tiOURC 
:3,."aLVt\GIZ Vr\LU~ A f t.!:NO OF t4~:\ll OUT Ll;:~ 1 Ll! 
ANNUAL TAX[S,LlCtNCt,PERHll,~lNl,etc.:ll 
IN Tl:REST Rr\ 1'1~, ;•a·::u~,·~~ll' 

OPLRATOR COST ll/hr 
llr, PER FEDOr\H ;•s·::~ •t \ ·:r\:~ 

DlCCHARGl OF PUMP,cublc Mt,/hr 
OVI!RALL Eff Ct: Ctnll:'f 
ENGINE EFFICIONCY 

FEDIJ. ANNllftl l>l.F'J.:l.CIA, REPAlRt; 
1· cc:· •> •:n:;r 

1. 00 ~1. 2!;0 2,':,33 2.1rOfJ 
2.00 11. ~·;o ':), 067 4.000 
3.00 71.2!;0 'l.600 7.~0fJ 
4.00 11. ·~·..io 10,1JJ 9.600 
~. 00 71'. 2~0 12.667 12.0011 
6.00 11.2·;o 1~.200 14', 400 
7.00 71.250 17.~33 16. (100 
3.00 11.2~0 i20.267 1?.200 
9. 00 71.2~0 Z2.000 21.600 

10.00 11. ~·;o i2~.JJJ 24.000 
1!,.00 71.2!;0 ~0.000 36.000 
i!O.OO 11 . i!'.iO '.iO, 661 48.001) 
2~.00 ?1.2!;0 (,l,333 60.000 
JO.OO 11, i!'..iO 16.000 '12.001) 
3~.00 ?1.2~0 (10.667 84.000 
•\0. 00 Jt ,'J.'..iO li)LJ3J '}6, OUU 
4!...00 71.2~0 i14.000 108.000 
~,;o. oo 11. ~~;o t.i~6' !~61 ia~O. oou 
~~.00 71.2~0 1~s·.~33 i:S2.000 
c,o.oo 7t.2'..i0 1~;~.ooo 144.001) 
6~.00 71.2~0 j£,4.667 1~6.000 
10.00 11. 2~;o 111.J;JJ 168.000 
1r,.oo ?1.C:~O ts·o.ooo 1ao.ooo 
1)0. 00 1\ ,i:!'..iO ~Ui!, !.,67 1 '}2' 000 
0!..' 00 71.2~0 ~1r,.~l3 ~04.000 
?0.00 '/l, i!'.iO 'J.&!:), 000 216.00U 
9~. 00 11 .c$0 Z40.6&7 ~28.000 .......... 11.2'..i0 ;J•jJ. JJJ 240.000 

c,·~o. ooo 
1~000.000 

0.060 
1.429 
0.140 
1.soo 
o.soo 
o.ooo 
0.000 

15.000 % 
0.300 

40.000 
170.000 

0.100 
0.600 

ENl.J.:(i;Y Gkl.l\til 
co:Jr &0.(1_ 
U.OfJZ fJ,tJCJO 

16. OO'..i 1.4UO 
24.00~ C!."fJO 
Ji:!.UiU J.C!UU 
40.01~ 4,(100 
'lll .lU4 4.000 
~£..01~ ~.600 
6 1\. 01'7 6.400 
'1~~. OZ'-! ~ ·''00 
ao.o24 a.ouo 
120.0~6 1z.ooo 
160. O•lO 16.000 
200.0£,0 20.000 
240.012 24.000 
280.00" 20.000 
Ji?O. U'J6 Ji!.OI)O 
360. -100 36.000 
400' 1~!0 1l0.000 
440 .1~&:· 44.000 
400.1'\4 48.000 
~20.1!:.£, SZ,(JOO 
S60, 1f.•IJ ~6.000 
600.i(J0 60.000 
640. 1')1! 64. 01)0 
680. ,~04 6ll. OfJO 
120 .<H6 72.000 
760 ·'·~o 16.000 
800.:.:!"0 131). 000 

S f:\TIC HEAJ) Ut&·: 11~:~:U 
DYNAMIC tllAD <MLlERS) 
WAT£R DUTY P~R Y~AR,cubic Mt/rd 
MAX. TlMl CYSllM WILL RUN PlR UAY 1 hour~ 
MIN. r.tM[ O~TWt~I~H 1RRlGAfCON 1 days 
MAX. WATER REQUlRlD PER lJ.:klG.,cub!c Mt/fd 

1. 000 
~~ •. ~00 

6800.000 
1~.000 
6.000 

~C!~.ooo 

MAX. SYtllM CAPACITY ~ 20.~0 ~LDDAN~/YlAk 
OIIP R~QUlRt~O Af MAX ~ J.1~ DRt\K~ HOR:WOWER 
lOTAL TIHr REQUlRED ~11s~.00 ·~s/Y£AJ.: 
TO TAL t::NERt;Y RI::Q. A r MAX -=3626, 6i'IIP Br,/YEAR 

Of' U:ltl Ok 1 CJ'I f,l. ANNUAL. ANNUill OU11'1 cutn 
CO:ll' COST co::rrtrd liP ltr~. lW HOUR 
1Z.fJOII C,•6,S'86 S'6. S'tJ£, 2~.HI~ ~ .IJ~OS' 
21\,0UO 122.'721 61.361 '..iO, J'/U 2.4364 
36.000 14a.4s~ 4S', •U.:£. 7~ .~.~6· 1. C,•£.4S' 
4t3.0UU 114.1?J 4J.S•lH 100.1•U 1.1291 
60.000 1S'9, 92S' :SS', S't.:£. 12~.926 1.~~~7 
72.000 2i1'.i.661 J7. 611 151.111 1.4934 
84.000 ~!:.1.400 3~.S'1At 176. ~S·6 1 • .1\i-'60 
?6. 01)0 'J.1"/,1J6 34.612 201.41;)1 1.J755 

100.000 ~02.8'l~ 33. 6~,. 226' (.6"/ 1.~:S62 
120.000 Ji!3.60J 32.U61 2s1.a·;2 1.3048 
180.000 At~7.286 30.40£. 37"/,"/~0 1. ''10!. 
240.000 ~tl~.96'.j 29. 2'}0 SOJ.1Ut\ 1.1633 
300,000 "/14. 64~. 2EJ,t,O£, 62S'. £.~0 1. i ~~0 
360.000 131J.322 i?l3.111 '7SS, '..)'.i6 1.1162 
420.(100 C,·~~. 001 2"1.'/"/i aa1 • .1\Lst 1. j ~~~~ 
4ao.o"o 110U. 6'7'} 27,'.jt'/ 1001.,.01 1.0926 
~40.000 1.t.:2S', 3SEJ 27. ~ts· 11:S~.~~3 i.Ull-4~ 
600.000 iJ'i3. 03'/ 2.1' 161 1259 .&!~'} 1.0784 
660.(100 1406.71~ ~7. 0~1 1~8~. H.:!.. 1.11'/;$~ 
'720,1)\)0 161'..i' J94 26.?~J 1~11.111 1.0690 
78(1,(1(10 1:144.0?l 26. a~~· 16:S~.IJ~'/ 1,0£,~4 

3tl0 '000 1012.151 26.1'..)4 1?62,'}63 t.0623 
900.000 C!001.430 26.t.lJt. 1~ao.uaS' 1. O!..CJ6. 
960.01)0 i!1JO .1 0'1 &26.6~6 2014.01~ i.US?2 
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Table 7: Water Lifting Costs for 7.5 HP Electric Pump, Data From EWUP 
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5, 6 and 7 ~eveals substantial differences from Figure 2 and Tables 

2, 3 and 4. The difference in unit costs at maximum system capacity 

for the alternative data sets are shown clearly in Table 8. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

It is not likely that many readers will accept the data presented 

here without modification. For various reasons there will be a desire 

to make some adjustments. 

Obviously it is not practical to test all combinations of variables, 

for each system, and at different levels of magnitude for each variable. 

This would require many hours of computer time and a very large book 

to report the results. It is possible and practical, however, to 

examine a few variables, at different levels of magnitude, in order 

to assess the impact of each on cost functions. Such analyses will 

provide the reader with a basis for selecting combinations for further 

testing. 

Present Replacement Price in Egypt 

There is room for honest difference of opinion about how much of 

the nation's electrical infrastructure should be charges to electrifi

cation of water lifting. The effect on the cost curve for an electric 

pump, EWUP data, is shown in Figure 4. The initial cost is reduced 

from L,E. 2325 to L.E, 800 while holding all other factors constant, 

The resulting cost curves are shown in Figure 4. The L.E~ 800 cost 

curve would be appropriate if the cost of transformers and transmission 

lines are omitted from the analysis. 

Interest Rate 

The cost curves are especially sensitive to interest rates when 

the system has high capital costs. Figure 5 shows the difference 

between 6 and 15 percent interest, electric pump, EWUP data with all 

other factors constant. 

Energy Costs 

Oiesel fuel and electricity prices to Egyptian farmers are 

subsidized by government. The cost of animal energy is difficult to 

assess and subject to many different estimates. Figure 6 shows the 

effect of three different electricity rates on the electric pump costs 
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Table 8. Comparitive Unit Costs o~ Work Performed for Water Lifting Systems 
when Operated at Maximum System Capacity 

Menoufia EWUP System 
Cost per Output Cost per Feddan Cost per Output Cost per Feddan 
Horsepower Hour Per Year Horsepower Hour Per Year 

L.E. L.E. L.E. L.E. 

Saki a 2.0 50.0 1.2 29.3 

Diesel 1.3 32.0 1.1 28.1 

Electricity .4 10.6 1.2 31.4 
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from Menoufia University. Figure 7 shows the effect on sakia costs of 

reducing animal power costs from L.E. 0.314 to L.E. 0.15 per hour 

using the Menoufia University case. 

Examination of Figures 6 and 7 suggests that energy prices are of 

major importance in evaluating water lifting costs and should be given 

serious attention by policy makers. World energy prices are increasing 

rapidly. Even if Egypt remains self sufficient in energy she will 

sacrifice opporttmi ties for obtaining valuable foreign exchange if 

energy is used domestically rather than exported. The case of animal 

power is even more complicated due to strong dependence by rural people 

on animals for numerous products including transportation. If agricultural 

resources are used to feed animals to produce power this obviously 

affects output of food for human use. The magnitude of this relationship 

needs to be given careful study in order to have a rational basis for 

assigning costs to animal power. 

Discharge of Pump 

Pumps will operate at rated capacity only if delivery canals are 

adequate to supply the pump intake with sufficient water. Empirical 

data regarding sakia discharge rates. shows wide variation but this is 

largely attributed to the availability of water in canals, Also the 

design of sakias makes them especially sensitive to the level of water 

in the sakia well. Their rate of discharge depends on the speed of 

an animal, which because of habit tends to be more or less constant. 

It is unlikely that a declining head in the sakia well will be offset 

by higher revolutions per minute by the animal. 

Consequently a fluctuating head is likely to be correlated closely 

with fluctuating discharge. 

The affect on the cost curve for a sakia is shown in Figure 8. 

Using Menoufia data the discharge rates of 57 m3/hr, is compared with 
~ 

double that rate, 114m-/hr., while holding other factors constant. 

Notice that unit costs are greatly reduced primarily because less 

animal power time is required for the same quantity of irrigation water 

delivered to the fields, Also maximum system capacity is increased in 

direct proportion to the increase in the discharge rate, 
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Operator Labor Cost 

The aJOOtmt and price of labor used to operate water lifting 

systems has an important effect on cost curves. This factor is 

also difficult to quantify. Empirical studies from Western market 

oriented economies are probably not valid sources of data. A more 

useful approach is likely to be a judgement made by an individual 

farmer regarding the opporttmi ty cost of his own labor or by government 

policy makers. Questions about wage rates, working conditions, numbers 

of pumps served by one technician, training provided to pump technicians, 

are likely to be answered in the public sector, Consequently policy 

judgements rather than empirical market studies are more likely to 

be appropriate for assigning operator labor costs. 

Figure 9 shows the effect of different operator labor rates on 

electric pumping costs for EWUP data holding other costs constant4 

It should be pointed out that changing labor wage rates have more 

impact on cost curves for low discharge pumps (170 m
3
/hr,) than on the 

higher discharge pumps (300m3/hr.) used in the Menoufia study. 

Maximum Time System Will Run Per Day 

Not only are the cost curves sensitive to the amount of time the 

system will operate per day but his is a politically sensitive parameter 

The area to be served by a system could be maximized and unit costs coul<L 

be minimized if the system operated 24 hours per day. It may be 

difficult however, to convince farmers they should adapt to such a system. 

If not 24 hours then what length of working day is acceptable? 

The maximum system capacity increases in direct proportion to 

hours worked per day while costs per unit of work performed decrease. 

Figure 10 illustrates this point. Maximum system capacity is, of course, 

reached when the system operates 24 hours per day. 

SuMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Cost curves for water lifting systems have been developed using 

23 variables. Some of these variables are primarily technical, Their 

appropriate magnitude depends on physical measurement which can be 

verified through empirical observation. Other variables depend on 

subjective judgement about future price relationships. economic 

conditions and public policy considerations. 
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Cost curves have been illustrated for sakias, diesel pumps and 

electric pumps using data sets from two different sources, viz. 

Menoufia University and EWUP. It has been shown that the cost curves 

from these two sources suggest contradictory conclusions regarding 

public policy decisions. If the Menoufia University data and judgeaents 

are acceptable to decision makers, then it should be appropriate to 

encourage electrification of water lifting systems in Egypt. If the 

EWUP data and judgements are perceived to be practical and consistent 

with Egyptian national interests, then it would appear more appropriate 

to leave the existing sakia system as they are now. 

The model lends itself to use by policy and decision makers. 

Selection of alternative values to be tested in the model could be made 

by persons responsible for making decisions. If it is agreed to delay 

decisions pending more evidence for a specified variable, then research 

efforts could be authorized to improve the basis for assigning values. 

Individual entrepreneurs may use the model to test alternative 

investment opportunities. Minimizing the cost of performing work 

should lead the entrepreneur to higher profits. He can use values for 

each specified variable that are appropriate to his circumstances. 

Comparision of the resulting cost curves should result in better 

entrepreneurial decision, 

The national implications of this report are significant, Decisions 

to mechanize water lifting may lead to substantial capital investments 

which reduce flexibility for future policy alternatives. For example 

it would be difficult to shift to gravity irrigation in the future if 

heavy investments were already committed to an electrified lifting 

system. Consequently the policies related to water lifting are of 

major significance and should be studied carefully, The model 

illustrated in this report can be extremely useful in studying 

alternatives and reaching sound decisions. 
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APPENDIX A 

EXPLANATION OF EWUP DATA 

The data to be used in the analytical model should be realistic 

from a technical point of view and appropriate with respect to current 

and future needs of the Egyptian nation. EWUP data, which may require 

special explanation, documentation or clarification are discussed 

below. 

1. Present replacement price in Egypt. Cooperating farmers and 

equipment companies provided information used in the estimates for 

sakias, diesel pumps and electric pumps, Cairo dealers reported the 

present price of 7.5 horsepower electric pump and motor sets to be L.E. 

992 for a unit of good quality. According to the Rural Electrification 

Authority, Ministry of Electricity, the cost of a 25 KVA transformer 

is L.E. 4,000. Assuming this would be shared by 3 pumps, one-third 

cost is added to the cost of the pumpset for a total initial cost of 

L.E. 2325. It should be noted that this amount does not include the cost 

of transmission and distribution lines. AI though the cost of major 

transmission lines are usually amortized and included in the user 

price of electricity it is not clear whether the secondary and tertiary 

distribution lines to field location transformers should be charged 

to pumping. If they are the initial cost of an electric pump station 

should be increased accordingly. 

2. Wearout life for each unit is based on the judgement of 

reliable manufacturers and on the experience of pump users, It assumes 

good maintenance and ample allowance for spare parts. 

3. Expected average repair cost is a judgement reached after 

interviewing pump users. The reliability of these data could be 

improved by keeping records on different pump systems through time. 

4. Fuel consumption is based on manufacturers specifications. It 

may be higher under field conditions but again, records or tests under 

field conditions nrc needed. 

5. Fuel cost is based on Pacific Consultants, op. cit, page 18. 

One may wish to use projected prices for long range planning. 

The current subsidized price for diesel fuel is L.E. 0,03 per liter~ 
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6. Oil cost is based on manufacturer•s recommendation to change 

oil each 100 hours of use, 

7. Grease cost is estimated from interviews with farmers. 

8. Electrical energy required is computed by use of the formula 

on the Data Input Form, page This formula considers the pump unit's 

discharge rate, dynamic head and the efficiency of the pump, drive and 

motor. 

9. Electricity cost is based on Pacific Consultants, op. cit., 

page 17. The present subsidized price for electrical energy is L,E. 

0.015 per kilowatt hour. Projected prices for long range planning 

should also be considered. According to one report Egypt's hydro~ 

electric energy potential is "almost completely exploited."Y This 

leaves one to conclude electric energy for future projects will be 

based on scarce resources at world prices, 

10. Salvage value at end of wearout life is considered to be zero~ 

One could assign a wearout life to each component of the system and 

then place a "salvage value" on all longer lived components based on 

their estimated values when the shortest lived component wears out, 

Such refinements are unlikely to have much effect on the analytical 

results, 

11, Taxes, license, permits, rent, etc, The only annual cost 

in this category which seemed relevant to water lifting was the cost 

of land occupied by the sakia. The amount of land required varies from 

50 to 175 square meters or more depending on whether the site contains 

shade trees and feeding space for animals, Since the market value of 

annual land rent is about L.E. 2.0 per year for 175 square meters, 

this value was assigned. 

12. Interest rate. In view of world interest rates and potential 

returns from Egyptian investmen-t alternatives 15 percent seems to be 

a reasonable rate fcJJ.· determining the cost of capital of water lifting 

systems. Pacific Consultants, op. cit., Table 1 following Annex G, 

list nine agricultural projects in Egypt which have projected internal 

rates of return in excess of 15%, 

Yu.s. Department of Energy I!Joint Egypt/United States Report on 
Egypt/United States Cooperative Energy Assessment,., Vol, 1, 
April, 1979, page ES-5. 
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13. Operator or labor cost is difficult to assess. The amount 

L.E. 0.05 per hour for a sakia seems consistent with other studies 

and is perhaps adequate unless one considers the cost of the young 

boys driving animals turning sakias in terms of their foregone 

opportunity of going to school. Given the work habits of rural 

labore~s L.E. 0.30 per hour for overseeing mechanical pumps seems 

realistic and consistent with information obtained by farmer interviews. 

14. Discharge of pump. Data from EWUP observations indicate a 

3-meter sakia, lifting water one meter from a well with an adequate 

flow into the well, is capable of discharging 100m3 per hour (see 

Appendix E). The discharge rates for diesel and electric driven 

pumps are taken from the respective manufacturer's specifications. 

15. Animal energy cost is one of the most sensitive variables 

associated with sakia costs. EWUP data, based on farmer interview, 

indicate L,E. 0.30 per hour is realistic. This assumes cows arc 

worked, in rotation with other cows, not more than three hours per 

day. This achieves normal discharge from a sakia assuming adequate 

head in the sakia well. The rationale for asking farmers about the 

rental rate of cows for returning a sakia is that they will, on the 

average, correctly evaluate the cost of extra feed and the reduction 

in meat and milk associated with working the animals, 

This value is verified by Nasser!/ in a report where he accounts 

for extra feed, milk losses and cow depreciation. He reports a cost 

of animal power of L.E. 37.6 per feddan per year. It is deduced from 

his report that 120 hours are spent each year to irrigate one feddan 

which results in L,E. 0.314 per hour as the cost of usin& a cow on a 

sakia. Some studies support the point of view that animal production 

is traditional among villages and the relationship between mechanization 

and animal production is very loose.~ The latter point of view 

suggests assigning a low cost to animal produced energy. 

There are long run and short run considerations regarding 

the replacement of animal power with machines. With respect 

!!Nasser, Abdel Hady Abdel Bary, op. cit. pp. 63-64. 

~See for example Hopkins, Nicholas S., "Imposed Utilization of Feed 
Resources for the Livestock Sector - Rural Sociology Segment," 
Unpublished draft of a report to USAID, January 1980. 
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to long run considerations a recent study reports improved ruminant 

livestoc~ would enable the annual meat and milk offtake to increase 

by nearly 3 fold in areas where ruminant livestock are no longer 

required for draft power.!! The report indicates such an increase 

would require a comprehensive program of improved animal breeding, 

forage production and nutrition. Such a program would take time 

to establish but could generate long run gains which would contribute 

to justification of mechanization. As stated earlier the short run 

gains from releasing animals from providing energy to turn sakias appears 

to be of lower magnitude. Further EWUP research is aimed at providing 

more information on this subject. 

16. Overall efficiency, relating input horsepower to the amount of 

work performed, is not especially important in the case of diesel pumps 

or sakias since their energy source is priced in terms of fuel and 

animal power per hour. It is important in the case of electric 

pumps when energy is priced in terms of kilowatt hours. Manufacturer's 

specifications are used. 

17. Engine efficiency. The discussion above (16) also pertains 

to the engine efficiency. 

18. Static head simply reflects the amo1tnt of lift from the 

farms source of water to the field distribution ditches, It is 

believed that one meter reflects most conditions in Egypt but his 

value can easily be adjusted to accommodate special situations. It 

is important in the calculation of output horsepower hours required 

to irrigate a given area. 

19. Dynamic head has been previously defined. It is taken 

from manufacturers specification~ for low pressure pumps, 

20. Water duty per year is based on typical conditions at field 

sites of EWUP. It can also be easily adjusted to fit special conditions. 

!!winrock International Livestock Research and Training Center, 
"Improved Utilization of Feed Resources for the Livestock Sector," 
Preliminary Draft, United States Agency for International Development, 
Catholic Relief Service, Cairo, A.R.E., January 1980. 
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21. Maximum time system will run per dar is an important para~ 

meter in establishing the size of area a system can serve, If 

farmers pay the full cost they will have maximum incentive to use 

the system for long periods each day, If the government pays the 

costs it will be more difficult to convince farmers to operate the 

system beyond their normal working hours. The EWUP data assumes typical 

daylight working hours. 

22. Minimum irrigation interval can be computed if crop patterns, 

consumptive use for each crop, and soil characteristics are known. 

The EWUP data assumes a cropping pattern which requires frequent 

irrigation. 

23. Maximum water required per irrigation can be computed with 

the above information plus information about water application 

efficiency, The EWUP data assumes typical water application 

efficiency with a liberal margin of safety, 



APPENDIX B 

COMPUTATIONS OF POWER REQUIREMENTS AND EFFICIENCIES 

Pumps used for lifting water from delivery canals to fields should 

be of low pressure design. The maximum design head should not exceed 

4.0 meters. 

The equation for computing water horsepower {WHP) in metric units 

is: 

where: W is discharge flow in liters per second. 

or 

H is the total dynamic head in meters 

- Q • H 
WHP - 270 

where: Q is discharge flow in cubic meters per hour, 

The equation for computing brake horsepower (BHP) required 

to operate a pump isz 

BHP = -~--WH~P~=--=----Overall Efficiency 

where: overall efficiency is pump efficiency x drive efficiency 

Power Requirements for Electric Motors 

{1) 

{2) 

(3) 

The BHP of the motor is determined by combining equations (2) and 

(3), that is: 

BHP = Q I H 
270 Overall Efficiency (4) 

To compute the input to the motor the efficiencies of electric 

motors must be considered. In determining the consumption in kilowatt 

hours (KWH), the following formula is applied: 

KWH_ Q · H x 0,7457 
- 270 Overall Efficiency Motor Efficiency (5) 

For small electric motors running at full speed (1760 rpm), 

motor efficiency is about 85 percent, Then equation (5) becomes: 

or 

- Q • H 
KWH - 270 Overall Efficiency x 

o. 7457 
0.85 

Q • !I 
KWH= 307.76 · Overall Efficiency 
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Power Requirem0nts for Internal Combustion Engines 

Equation (4) can be applied, with necessary corrections for 

temperature, continuous operation and altitude. 

Power Requirements for Sakia 

Power requirements for sakias can be calculated by comparing work 

done by either electric or internal combustion engine driven pumps'· 

The time ratio between a pump and a sakia to deliver a specific 

amount of flow can be used to determine the brake horsepower of the sakia 

as follows: 

(BHP)S 

where: (BHP)S is the break horsepower of a sakia. 

(BHP)p is the break horsepower of a pump. 

tp is the time required for a pump to lift a specified 
amount of water. 

t 5 is the time required for a sakia to lift the same 
specified amount of water. 

H5 is the dynamic head of sakia~ 

HP is the dynamic head of pump. 



APPENDIX C 

DATA INPUT FORMS - WATER LIFTING COSTS 
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Introduction 

APPENDIX D 

Development of the Water Wheel Design 
for Field Irrigation 

Due to large increase in the cultivated area in the U.A.R., it 

was necessary to adopt a new system of field irrigation by lifting the 

water from distributary canals to the field instead of raising the water 

levels of the canals and discharging the water by gravity to the land. 

The Hydraulic Research and Experiment Station at the Delta Barrage 

is requested to study and develop the design of the water wheels. The 

Tanabish water wheels have become the most popular means of lifting 

water in the last years. This is due to the simplicity of its operation, 

the low initial and running costs and the durability of the machine. 

The Tanabish can either be driven by animals or by mechanical power. 

The Hydraulic Research and Experiment Station carried out a test 

program on five different designs of the Tanabish which were 6 em 

thick and 75 em in diameter, The different bucket shapes tested were: 

1, The archimedian spiral curve (A). 

2. The empirical design according to Professor Ali Fathi's 

suggestion (F). 

3. The logarithmic spiral curve (L), 

4. The first design suggested by the HRES "D1", 

5. The second design suggested by the HRES "D2", 

Figure (1) shows the different designs tested. 

The Model and the Measuring Devices 

Figure (2) shows the experimental setup. It consists of: 

1. A glass flume 1.00 x 1.00 x 80 em, The sides were made 

of giass. Water is discharged to and from the flume through circular 

pipes in the concrete base. This flume simulates the prototype 

sump from which the Tanabish lifts the water. 

2. The outlet channel: It conS:ists of a wooden channel which 

collects the water discharging from the water wheel. 

3. The discharge measurement: The California pipe method was 

used for measuring the discharge from the Tanabish, The method is 

most suitably for small discharges. It consists of a 4 inch pipe 
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equipped with a point gauge for measuring the water levels in the 

pipe. This set was calibrated and the following equation was found 

to fit the calibration data! 

Q = 0.155 (d - a)
1

"
974 

where (d ~ a) is the water head at the end of the pipe in ems 

and Q is the discharge in liters per second, 

4, The skimming weirt It consists of a 4" pipe connected to the 

flume on which slides a 6" pipe used as an overflow weir to ensure a 

constant level in the flume. It is also fitted with a point gage 

for water level recording. 

5. The feeding pipe: The flume is supplied with water through 

a 2" pipe. The amount of discharge was adjusted by a valve. A 

screen mesh was also placed at the pipe exit to avoid surface 

disturbances in the water. The pipe was supplied with water from an 

overhead constant head bank. 

6. The driving equipment: The wheel was driven by an electric 

motor equipped with a gear box to adjust the rpm which varied between 

2 and 14 rpm. 

Results of the Calibration of the Three Types of Tanabish 

Used Currently in the Prototype 

Several experiments were carried out on each of these three types. 

It includes Tanabish having 6, 8, 10 and 12 buckets. The following 

diagrams show the results of this test. 
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It was observed in these tests that there is interference between 

adjacent buckets, i,e., some of the water discharging from one bucket 

did not discharge to the next channel but it fills again the following 

bucket. This reduced the efficiency of the machine considerably 

(Figure A). 

Other losses are also due to the overflow of water through the 

entrance of the bucket as it turns out of the water. The amount of 

this loss was found to be less then 0.5%. This loss also decreased 

with the decrease of the number of revolutions per minuted (Figure 

B)' 

Fi2ure A Figure B 

Th~Design of the Bucket Exit and the Relationship 

Between the Di~charge and the Number of Buckets 

Guide vanes were used in the bucket exits to separate the water 

paths through the bucket completely. By this method, the discharge 

from the wheel will be equal to the product of the discharge through 

one bucket by the number of the buckets. Figure (3) and (4) show 

the increase in the total discharge due to the separation of the 

buckets. 
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A relationship between the amount of water discharged by the 

Tanabish and the lift was derived. Figure (5) shows this relationship 

for the different types of Tanabish at the very low speed of rotation. 

Assuming that N is the number of buckets, t is the time during which 

the water of one Tanabish is discharged and L is the lift, the 

equation is given as: 

Q = C V N 
d t 
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Where Cd is the coefficient of discharge, 

V is the volume of one bucket. 

40 

It was observed that the values of Cd is not constant for the three 

types which shows that Cd depends upon the shape of the bucket. 

For the o1 -6 design, the relation between V and L is linear 

although Cd is varied considerably. Modification of this type gave 

the o2 -5 design in which Cd proved to be constant for each speed 

of revolution but it does not depend upon L. The following equations 

show the calibration for this design, 

1 
Q = t (16.4 - 0.456 L) for 3,53 rpm 

1 - 0.9 L) for 6 Q = t (32.4 rpm 

1 14. L) for 9 rpm Q = - (50.3 -t 

The advantages of this design are! 

1. The simplicity of the design and the easiness of the manufacture. 

2. The i ncrcasc of <.1 ischargc varied hctwecn 125!',; and 295% as compare• 

to the best of the previous three designs. 

3. The relationship between Q and L is linear. 

4. It is easy to find both Cd and t experimentally. They do not 

depend upon any other factors. Figure (6) shows a comparison between 

the different design of Tanabish. 
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APPENDIX E 

EWUP ANALYSIS OF SAKIA DISCHARGE DATA 

Data were collected on discharge, lift head. speed in revolutions 

per minute and total time of irrigation at a dozen sakia locations in 

1978 and 1979. The discharge was measured by use of cutthroat flumes. 

Several functions were fitted to the data by standard statistical 

methods. The function giving the best fit is: 

Q = k n(r - h)Z 
r 

where: Q is discharge in cubic meters per hour, 

K = 50.7 

n = revolution per minute 

r = radius of a sakia in meters 

h = lift head in meters 

z = .6252 

The data indicated the simple arithmetic average of revolutions 

per minute is 3,3 r.p.m. This included observations where animals 

were not driven actively, sometimes· topping completely for various 

reasons, 

The average discharge (Q), under such conditions for a sakia of 

1.5 meters radius (3 meter diameter) and lifting water 1 meter isJ 

Q = 50,7 x 3.3(1"51: 5
1 '- 0)• 6252 = 83.7 mt3/hr 

If we assume animals can be managed in such a way as to achieve 

3.9 revolutions per minute the discharge increases to 100m3/hour. 

Based upon field research and experience this appears to be feasible 

but of course requires good management of the animal as a source of 

power. It also depends on the uesire of the farmer to achieve high 

rates of irrigation. 

See next page for sakia discharge observations and regression 

function. 
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